# BIPM Capacity Building & Knowledge Transfer Programme

## ONLINE SHORT COURSE

### KCDB 2.0

Programme for GULFMET TC/WG Chairs, TC/WG Members and for the staff of NMIs/DIs who submit CMCs

7th April 2021, 09:00 am Paris time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Outline of content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09:00 am</td>
<td>Introduction to the KCDB 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Module 2: Creation of CMCs

- CIPM MRA requirements
- KCDB demonstrations: CMC creation
  - Preparing new CMCs, including supporting evidence
  - Update (Modify) published CMC
  - CMC ID and format
- Q/A session

15 min Pause

### Module 3: CMC review

- KCDB demonstrations: Intra-RMO review
  - Submit CMC, TC Chair space, choose reviewer, review CMC, send back CMC for revision, accept CMC, submission for the JCRB review
- KCDB demonstrations: JCRB review
  - CIPM MRA requirements and review deadlines
  - Submit CMC
  - TC Chair space, choose reviewer, review CMC, send back CMC for revision, accept CMC, vote
- Q/A session

20 min **GULFMET practice on the intra-RMO review of CMCs**

12:00 pm **Brainstorming - Closure**